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A pragmatic approach for the evaluation of depth-sensing

indentation in the self-similar regime

Hamidreza Mahdavia,∗, Konstantinos Pouliosa, Christian F. Niordsona

aDepartment of Mechanical Engineering, Section of Solid Mechanics, Technical University of Denmark,
Nils Koppels Allé, Building 404, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby

Abstract

This work evaluates and revisits elements from the depth-sensing indentation literature by
means of carefully chosen practical indentation cases, simulated numerically and compared
to experiments. The aim is not to provide a comprehensive study, but to close a series
of debated subjects, which constitute major sources of inaccuracies in the evaluation of
depth-sensing indentation data in practice, with the help of illustrative examples. Firstly,
own examples and references from the literature are presented in order to demonstrate how
crucial self-similarity detection and blunting distance compensation are, for establishing
a rigorous link between experiments and simple sharp-indenter models. Moreover, it is
demonstrated, once again, in terms of clear and practical examples, that no more than
two parameters are necessary to achieve an excellent match between a sharp indenter finite
element simulation and experimental force-displacement data. The clear conclusion is that
reverse analysis methods promising to deliver a set of three unique material parameters
from depth-sensing indentation cannot be reliable. Lastly, in light of the broad availability
of modern finite element software, we also suggest to avoid the rigid indenter approximation,
as it is shown to lead to unnecessary inaccuracies. All conclusions from the critical literature
review performed lead to a new semi-analytical reverse analysis method, based on available
dimensionless functions from the literature and a calibration against case specific finite
element simulations. Implementations of the finite element model employed are released as
supplementary material, for two major finite element software packages.

Keywords: Self-similar indentation, Indenter bluntness, Indenter compliance, Finite
element analysis, Reverse analysis

1. Introduction

Depth-sensing indentation represents one of the most widely used methods for obtaining
mechanical properties of structural materials at the micron and nano-scales [1]. For this
reason, the evaluation of indentation experiments has in the past decades been subject
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of very extensive research. Most of the proposed methods build upon the seminal work by
Oliver and Pharr [2, 3] which comprises an early comprehensive analysis of load-displacement
data from indentation tests. Another central work in the area is the one by Dao et al. [4],
who have combined a dimensional analysis of the indentation process and a parametric
finite element study into a semi-analytical forward and reverse analysis method. Many
other research works based on the same idea can be found in the literature [5–14]. All
these methods rely on a perfectly sharp indenter model, for which the loading part of the
force-displacement curve, during an indentation test, follows Kick’s law

P = Ch2 (1)

where P is the normal force, h is some linear measure of penetration, and C is a constant.
Unlike the many ad-hoc phenomenological relationships involved in different indentation

evaluation methods, Kick’s law has a rigorous geometrical and mechanical foundation. Any
self-similar conical or pyramidal indentation process will follow Kick’s law exactly, while for
planar wedge indentation, the corresponding relationship with the exponent equal to one
applies. Hence, Kick’s law is only subject to the well defined self-similarity requirements:

R1. Substrate and indenter materials are homogeneous and free of size-effects (e.g. strain-
gradient effects).

R2. The form of the indenter is self-similar, i.e. its cross section grows with the square of
the distance from the sharp indenter tip. Axisymmetry is not required.

R3. Absence of adhesion forces.

Under these conditions, any deviation from Kick’s law should be attributed to measurement
or evaluation errors. Otherwise, a physical source of violation of self-similarity must be
determined by a more thorough investigation of the indenter geometry (cf. R1), the substrate
material (cf. R2), [15–17], and possible remote interactions (cf. R3).

Despite the universality of Kick’s law, its correct application implies a proper definition of
the penetration measure h. In principle, any length involved in the geometry of a self-similar
indent can be used as a penetration measure in Eq. (1) provided that it vanishes just when
the very tip of the infinitely sharp indenter comes into contact with the substrate surface.
For example, the original work by Oliver and Pharr [2] considers the contact height hc as
the penetration measure used in Eq. (1). Adopting different penetration measures leads to
scaled variants of the constant C, but apart from that, there are no essential consequences
from adopting any specific penetration measure as long as the chosen length develops self-
similarly with the deformation field during indentation.

This requirement on the penetration measure h is of utter importance when Kick’s law
is to be applied to not perfectly sharp indenters, as is the case in all real experiments.
Figure 1 illustrates this by means of numerical simulations for one sharp and two slightly
blunted conical indenters. If a penetration measure h̆ is defined, with regard to the posi-
tioning of the indenters shown in Figure 1a, without correcting for the blunting distance,
severe deviations are observed in terms of the obtained force-displacement curves. If, on
the contrary, the penetration measure h is defined properly, including the necessary blunt-
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Figure 1: Simulated conical indentation curves illustrating the importance of a correct definition of the
penetration distance for the application of Kick’s law with slightly blunted indenters: a) without and b)
with blunting distance compensation. The indenter material is diamond and the substrate corresponds to
high strength steel.

ing distance compensation shown in Figure 1b, the obtained force-displacement curves are
practically independent of the blunting radius and fulfil Kick’s law very precisely.

The importance of proper blunting distance compensation, illustrated in Figure 1, is well
understood and described in the literature [18–25]. Nevertheless, it is too often overseen,
leading to unfortunate attempts to interpret experimental curves, equivalent to the ones
of Figure 1a, by revisiting Kick’s law by ad-hoc modifications of its exponent or by use of
different polynomials. Such cases were discussed and rectified, for example, in [23, 26].

Another important aspect in the evaluation of indentation experiments is the deformabil-
ity of the indenter. All popular semi-analytical approaches assume that the elasticity of the
indenter can be accounted for by considering a rigid indenter against an equivalent substrate
with accordingly adapted elasticity properties [27]. However, more in-depth investigations
have shown that this reduced elastic modulus approximation may lead to significant devi-
ations [22, 28]. Moreover, it introduces ambiguities that may lead to significant mistakes
when applied to methods that are based on elasto-plastic finite element parametric studies
with a rigid indenter.
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The present work also reviews and discusses the current understanding regarding the
non-uniqueness of a three-parameter material description for the substrate, with respect to
load-displacement curves from a single indenter. Chen et al. [29] have clearly demonstrated
that for most structural materials, it is not possible to extract both yield limit and hardening
behavior from a single indentation load-displacement curve. Nevertheless, older reverse
analysis methods [4], which claim a unique solution for the modulus of elasticity, plastic
yield limit, and hardening exponent, are still widely in use. Neglecting the clear findings by
Chen et al. [29] and others [6, 10, 30, 31], new methods are still being proposed based on
the unrealistic expectation that three substrate material parameters can be extracted from a
single indentation load-displacement curve [12, 32]. Unfortunately, unrealistic expectations
in this regard can in fact lead to unreliable results, especially when such reverse analysis
algorithms are applied in a black box manner. For this reason, the present work brings the
uniqueness aspect to the reader’s attention by an illustrative example and a discussion of
the relevant literature.

Moreover, semi-analytical methods fitted to parametric finite element studies are typi-
cally limited to a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. They are also limited to the conical approximation of
the real pyramidal geometry. On the contrary, direct use of finite element modeling, as pro-
posed e.g. by Kang et al. [32], allows to use the exact Poisson’s ratio even for less common
substrate materials and is easily extensible to the real pyramidal indenter geometry.

By means of specific, practical, and illustrative examples and a critical review of the liter-
ature, the present work demonstrates how direct modeling is more accurate, less ambiguous,
less prone to mistakes, and actually simpler than semi-analytical methods. A hybrid ap-
proach is also proposed for calibrating a new semi-analytical reverse analysis method against
direct simulations on a per case basis, as a means of avoiding unnecessary inaccuracies.
Moreover, to avoid duplication of modeling effort in the future, the present work releases
parametric models for conical indentation between an elastic indenter and an elasto-plastic
substrate, implemented in ABAQUS and ANSYS Workbench, as supplementary material.

In total, based on a critical selection from the available literature, a systematic, holistic,
and pragmatic method is proposed, comprising of a series of essential components

• detection of self-similarity in indentation experiments and cancellation of tip bluntness
effects in experimental data (Section 2 and [25]),

• realistic expectations regarding the uniqueness of a reverse analysis with regard to the
hardening exponent (Section 3 and [29, 30]),

• publicly released parametric finite element models for indentation (cf. Section 3),

• quantitative understanding of the equivalent rigid indenter approximation as a source
of inaccuracy in semi-analytical models (Section 4), and

• a simple reverse analysis method for substrate stiffness and yield limit, including a
re-calibration procedure against finite element simulations (Section 5).
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2. Self-similarity detection and blunting distance compensation

As explained in the introduction, Kick’s law, expressed by Eq. (1), is an inherent, undis-
putable characteristic of self-similar indentation processes. For this reason, assessing sys-
tematically if a given measurement is classified as self-similar or not is an absolutely essential
first step when evaluating an indentation load-displacement curve. Depending on the out-
come of this verification step, either the simple methods can be used that the present work
and most of the available literature deals with or more specialized evaluation procedures
and additional measurements will be necessary [33–35].

This section describes how to practically identify, with a high level of confidence, whether
a given indentation measurement lies within the self-similar regime. This will allow to ex-
ploit Kick’s law in order to enhance the quality of the experimental data and use a simpler
and more accurate procedure for extracting substrate material parameters. Identification
of self-similarity in indentation experiments is already discussed in [36] where four possible
presentation formats were proposed for force-displacement data. Figure 2 presents the re-
spective data from Figure 1a in two of these formats and demonstrates that plotting the
square root of the measured force as a function of the indenter penetration, as in Figure 2a,
is the ideal format for evaluating self-similarity. In Figure 2a, not only the loading part of
each curve appears very linear almost in its entire extent, but the form and slope of the
obtained curves are independent of the tip blunting, except for a horizontal offset, which
can easily be corrected as shown in [25].

In reality, there is no perfectly sharp indenter, and simply plotting the recorded force
P as a function of a recorded indentation displacement h̆ will lead to some arbitrary curve
within a range of curves like those shown in Figure 1a. Fortunately, as Figure 1b illustrates,
the essential information contained in each measurement is independent of the tip blunting.
Experimental results can be easily converted to their ideal indenter equivalent, simply by
converting the measured indentation displacement h̆ to its sharp indenter equivalent

h = h̆+ ∆h, (2)

where ∆h is the blunting distance defined schematically in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Possible presentations formats for indentation force-displacement data, with regard to identification
of self-similarity.
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Figure 3: Schematic of the blunted conical indenter, with the definition of the blunting distance ∆h.

This correction, identified very early by Murakami et al. [18] and used since by many
others [22, 25, 37], is crucial for relating any experimental measurement to numerical, semi-
analytical, or analytical methods developed on the basis of a perfectly sharp indenter. When
applied to Kick’s law for example, it results in the relationship

√
P =

√
C(h̆+ ∆h), (3)

which provides the basis for assessing self-similarity in experimental
√
P -h̆ curves, similar

to the ones of Figure 2a. At the same time, it forms the basis for estimating ∆h.
The procedure is demonstrated in Figure 4 by means of two real indentation examples.

The first example corresponds to Berkovich indentation of a high strength steel sample.
In most of its extent, the plotted

√
P -h̆ curve follows the linear relationship according to

Eq. (3). A linear regression in the portion of the experimental data for P > 0.1Pmax furnishes
the two constants C and ∆h for this measurement, reported in Figure 4a. In Figure 4b,
the same procedure is applied to a case of Berkovich indentation on fused silica by Bruns
et al. [38]. For both cases, the effect of the calculated blunting distance corrections of
respectively 29.4 nm and 18.7 nm on the obtained force-displacement curves is illustrated in
the corresponding graphs on the right hand side of Figure 4.

Although the blunting distance ∆h can also be calculated geometrically, if the exact
indenter tip geometry is known, it is still preferable to estimate ∆h directly by fitting Eq. (3)
to a measurement. In this manner, the estimated blunting distance correction ∆h will also
account for other sources of discrepancies, such as surface roughness and deviations in the
initial contact detection. In total, the linear fitting of Eq. (3) to an experimental

√
P -h̆

curve allows to verify if an indentation is indeed in the self-similar regime and provides a
blunting distance correction ∆h without relying on prior knowledge or calibration of the
indenter form.

Applying the blunting distance correction upfront as a post-processing of the experi-
mental data, rather than as a numerical correction later in the evaluation procedure, is a
strongly recommendable practice due to several advantages. Reporting the shifted curves,
shown for example on the right hand side of Figure 4, makes published data from different
laboratories directly comparable to each other. At the same time, the experimental force-
displacement curves after blunting distance compensation are made directly comparable to
numerical simulation performed with a perfectly sharp indenter geometry. This circum-
vents the requirement of including the exact tip rounding in a finite element model which
unnecessarily adds complexity and reduces the generality of the model.
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Figure 4: Blunting distance estimation and compensation for indentation measurements on hardened
steel (a), and fused silica from [38], (b).
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Figure 5: Example of non self-similar indentation experiment on a different type of hardened steel.
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When evaluating indentation experiments at sub-micron indentation depths, size-effects
may lead to a response which is not self-similar. Although, self-similarity is verified in the
measurements shown in Figure 4, it is not uncommon at such small indentation depths that
size-dependence exists. For example, the indentation measurement shown in Figure 5, is
not self-similar. In many cases, strain gradient plasticity effects, or other violations among
the three self-similarity conditions, mentioned in the introduction, will manifest themselves
as deviations from linearity in a

√
P -h̆ plot. Comparing the

√
P -h̆ plots between Figures 4

and 5, the difference between a self-similar and a non self-similar indentation curve becomes
apparent. Such a clear conclusion cannot readily be drawn from P -h̆ plots, which are
normally used in the depth-sensing indentation literature. The aim of the present work
is not to address the cases that exhibit size effects, but to underline the importance of
systematically verifying self-similarity, before applying any reverse analysis method from
the literature that relies on self-similarity.

3. Finite element model based evaluation of depth-sensing indentation

A sharp indenter model can quite precisely represent experiments performed with a
blunted indenter as long as blunting distance compensation is applied to the experimental
data. This observation significantly simplifies the application of finite element modeling
to the evaluation of indentation experiments. Moreover, commercial general purpose finite
element software is today much more accessible, powerful, and easy to use compared to the
time of early finite element analyses of indentation [4]. Direct finite element modeling of
self-similar indentation is actually now less complex and less error-prone than the use of semi-
analytical approximations fitted to parametric studies [4, 12]. It is not to underestimate that
the direct modeling approach also circumvents a series of important sources of inaccuracies
and restrictions of the semi-analytical methods, discussed in the subsequent sections. This
section presents a standard finite element model for self-similar indentation, released as
supplementary material in Appendix D, and demonstrates its usage for a manual reverse
analysis of the experimental load-displacement curves from the previous section.

Figure 6 shows the finite element mesh of the axisymmetric two-dimensional model for an
elastic conical indenter with a half-included angle of 70.3◦, pressed into an elasto-plastic sub-
strate. This axisymmetric approximation of the pyramidal Berkovich indenter is commonly
used due to the shorter computation times compared to a more accurate three-dimensional
pyramidal indenter model. The model of Figure 6 is implemented in ABAQUS standard
using large deformation theory and four node bilinear quadrilateral CAX4R elements for
both the substrate and the indenter. This axisymmetric model is released as supplementary
material in Appendix D, together with ANSYS Workbench implementations, with quadratic
elements instead, of the same axisymmetric model as well as a three-dimensional pyramidal
indenter model.

The size of the modeled substrate domain is 20 µm×20 µm and the height of the 70.3◦

half-angle indenter is 8 µm. The model delivers self-similar results for indentation depths
up to approximately 1/20th of the indenter height [39], i.e. 400 nm for the chosen model
dimensions. For larger indentation depths, boundary effects, especially at the top of the
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Figure 6: Finite element mesh of the indenter and the substrate and magnification of the contact region.

indenter domain, lead to an artificial size effect. Remark that as clarified in [39], not only the
substrate but also the indenter domain needs to be large enough compared to the indentation
depth, otherwise misleading conclusions may be reached [40, 41]. As long as the aforestated
indentation depth condition is respected, the obtained results can be considered as self-
similar and may therefore be scaled up or down to the desired indentation depth based on
the simple scaling law according to Eq. (1). In that sense, the size of the model and the
indentation depth are not essential quantities in absolute numbers, but the ratio between
the two is important.

In the model, a refined mesh is used near the contact zone, and the size of elements is
gradually increased further away from this region. The element size in the contact region is
in the order of 0.075 times the indentation depth. All degrees of freedom at the bottom of
the substrate domain are constrained, and a symmetry condition is applied along the axis of
symmetry. The top of the indenter domain is fixed in the horizontal direction and displaced
incrementally in the negative vertical direction. The indentation process is simulated in
displacement control mode, with at least 25 increments for the loading phase and at least
100 decrements for the unloading phase. The contact between the substrate and the indenter
is assumed to be frictionless. Reference [6] discusses the severity of this assumption.

The indenter domain is modeled with finite strain elasticity, and for the examples shown
in the present work, material properties for diamond are considered with Young’s modulus
Ei = 1141 GPa and Poisson’s ratio νi = 0.07, [42]. Finite-strain elasto-plasticity is used for
the substrate domain with Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν. Regarding the plastic
response of the substrate, isotropic hardening is assumed, specified through a tabulated
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relationship σ(εp) between the uniaxial stress σ and the uniaxial plastic strain εp. In that
sense, any isotropic hardening law can be used, but for the examples shown in the present
work, the power-law constitutive equation from [4, 12] is considered

σ =

Eε, for σ ≤ σy

σy

(
Eε

σy

)n
, for σ ≥ σy

(4)

where ε is the total strain, σy the initial yield limit, and n the hardening exponent. Based on
this constitutive law, tabulated εp-σ data for the finite element model are generated using
the script from Appendix A, consistent with [12] and avoiding the minor approximation
done in [4].

This is the usual parametrization of indentation models based on six material parameters
Ei, νi, E, ν, σy, and n. When evaluating depth-sensing indentation experiments, some of
these parameters are considered as known, and others are determined by fitting the model
against experimental data. The following two examples demonstrate that by fixing Ei, νi, ν,
and n, the remaining two parameters, E and σy, can be determined to reach an excellent fit
to the experimental data after blunting distance compensation from Figure 4. Apart from
the material properties for the diamond indenter, given above, a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.3
and a hardening exponent of n = 0.2 are assumed for the high strength steel material of
Figure 4a while the corresponding values assumed for the fused silica sample of Figure 4b
are ν = 0.17 and n = 0 [37, 43–45].

The fitting procedure between the finite element model and the experiment can be per-
formed according to [32] but restricted to the two parameters E and σy. The optimization
loop from [32] can either be implemented programmatically, using for example [46], or it
can be performed manually, as is the case in the present work. The outcome of the manual
optimization yields the Young’s moduli and yield limits provided in Figure 7 for the two ex-
ample materials. Note that self-similarity of the solution allows to perform all finite element
simulations with a fixed maximum indentation displacement, equal to 400 nm in our case.
The obtained results can then be converted to the desired maximum indentation depth hm
by scaling lengths and displacements with hm/400, and areas and forces with (hm/400)2. In
that sense, hm is a free fitting parameter in the optimization.

In fact, hm can be exploited for simulating the additional deformation during holding
time at maximum load, observed experimentally. Although the numerical model cannot
physically capture the sinking due to creep and other rate-dependent phenomena, this ad-
ditional deformation can be simulated through overloading. This is done by allowing hm
to slightly exceed the actual maximum indentation displacement. In this manner, a better
approximation of the actual maximum contact area is reached, including the deformation
occurred during the holding time.

It should actually not be surprising that an excellent fit is found for both materials shown
in Figure 7, despite their hardening exponents n being fixed beforehand. As very clearly
demonstrated already in previous works [29, 30], for common structural materials, there is
no unique combination of E, σy, and n that matches a single indentation force-displacement
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Figure 7: Fitted numerical load-displacement curves against experimental ones by fitting the substrate
mechanical properties E and σy for the high strength steel (a), assuming a hardening exponent of n = 0.2,
and for fused silica (b) [38], assuming n = 0.

curve. This is also illustrated below, by means of the high strength steel indentation example
from Figure 7a, which is now reevaluated for different assumed hardening exponents n.
Figure 8 shows that equally good fits against the experimental curve can be reached for
n=0.15 and n=0.25. It is easy to observe that all three solutions (n=0.15, σy=2500MPa),
(n=0.2, σy=2280MPa), and (n=0.25, σy=2060MPa) lie on the line σy=3160−4400n MPa.
In general, a prior good knowledge of the material hardening behavior, based e.g. on the
literature, is necessary, unless indentation with two distinct indenter angles is performed [7],
or measurements of the imprint geometry are taken into account [47, 48]. Figure 8 clearly
demonstrates that reverse analyses methods that suggest that three parameters can be
determined should be treated with skepticism.
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Figure 8: Non-uniqueness of the load-displacement curves with respect to n. Similar quality fittings can be
achieved e.g. for n = 0.15 (a) and n = 0.25 (b).
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4. Indenter compliance

By including a sufficiently large portion of the deformable indenter in the finite element
model, as explained in Section 3, the effects of indenter compliance are inherently accounted
for. It is however useful to quantitatively assess the advantages of this direct approach
compared to the commonly used approximation with a rigid indenter. Most of the available
reverse analysis methods, such as [4, 12], are actually based on simulations with a rigid inden-
ter. Semi-analytical approaches like [4] assume that virtually identical force-displacements
curves will be obtained for different combinations of indenter (Ei, νi) and substrate (E, ν)
materials as long as they result in the same effective modulus E∗, according to

E∗ =

(
1− ν2

E
+

1− ν2
i

Ei

)−1

. (5)

Parametric studies in the literature were typically performed with a rigid indenter and a
substrate with Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.3. The substrate elastic modulus used in such stud-
ies will in the following be explicitly denoted as E0.3 to avoid any ambiguity, differentiating
it from the real substrate elastic modulus E. According to Eq. (5), the relationship

E∗ =
E0.3

1− 0.32
⇒ E0.3 = 0.91E∗ (6)

holds between E∗ and E0.3. Obtained results are reported in the literature either parametrized
with regard to E∗, like in [4], or with regard to E0.3, like in [12]. It is of utter importance
when reading these references to be aware not only of the difference between E∗ and E, but
also between E0.3 and E, as well as to distinguish E0.3 from E∗.

In this section, the implications of the rigid indenter approximation compared to the
actually modeled compliant indenter will be illustrated by means of a practical example.
For this purpose, the case of high strength steel indentation from Figure 7a is reevaluated
using two different rigid indenter equivalent models, summarized in Table 1. Substituting
the deformable (diamond) indenter with a rigid one requires to reduce the substrate modulus
of elasticity from E= 210 GPa to E0.3 = 174.8 GPa in order to maintain the same effective
modulus of elasticity E∗ =192.1 GPa. This conversion of the original deformable-deformable
setting into an equivalent rigid-deformable setting creates also a minor ambiguity which has
not been previously discussed in the literature. When calculating the hardening relationship
σ(εp) based on Eq. (4), one can either use the modulus of the real substrate E or the modulus
E0.3 of the equivalent substrate material. These two cases are covered in this study and
benchmarked against the reference deformable-deformable case.

The parametric study by Dao et al. [4] was based on a rigid indenter and utilized the
modulus of elasticity E0.3 of the equivalent substrate for deriving the hardening behavior
σ(εp) according to Eq. (4). To reproduce the same modeling assumptions as in [4], the value
E0.3 = 174.8 GPa is used for the second case in the last column of Table 1. However, to be
consistent with the reference deformable-deformable setting, a better approximation is to
use the now known actual substrate modulus of elasticity E=210 GPa when extracting the
hardening behavior from Eq. (4). This approach defines the last case in Table 1.
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Table 1: Cases of deformable and rigid indenter with a common effective modulus E∗ = 192.1 GPa.

E used in Eq. (4)
Case E ν Ei νi for extracting σ(εp)

[GPa] [-] [GPa] [-] [GPa]
Deformable 210 0.3 1141 0.07 210

Rigid (Dao et al., 2001)
174.8 0.3 ∞ -

174.8

Rigid consistent 210

Figure 9 shows the simulated force-displacement curves obtained for the reference case
and the two rigid indenter approximations. Deviations from the reference deformable-
deformable case can be observed both regarding the loading and the unloading path. Com-
pared to the reference loading curvature parameter C=175.2 GPa, the corresponding value
for the rigid approximation with the same assumptions as by Dao et al. [4] is C=171.1 GPa,
i.e. circa 2% lower. Defining the substrate hardening behavior in a more consistent manner
leads to C=173 GPa, which is still more than 1% lower than the reference value. Significant
deviations are also observed with regard to the unloading paths. As a consequence of these
deviations, the ratio between the recovered elastic work and the total indentation work is
underestimated by 7%, using the rigid indenter equivalence according to Dao et al. [4], and
by 5% with the more consistent definition of the substrate hardening.
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Figure 9: Comparison of force-displacement curves between a reference deformable-deformable indentation
setting and two rigid-deformable approximations.
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The observed deviations due to the use of the equivalent rigid indenter approximation
are by no means negligible for practical applications. As it will be shown in the next section,
deviations of a certain magnitude in the loading and unloading path translate into similar
relative errors in terms of the material properties predicted by the two-parameter reverse
analysis method proposed below. For classical three-parameter reverse analysis methods,
the relative errors in terms of the predicted substrate parameters could even be magnified
as indicated by the sensitivity analysis provided in [4] for just one representative case.

Actually, even by simply extracting the maximum indenter tip displacement htip from
the compliant indenter model used for the simulations from Figure 7, one can realize that
htip is approximately 5% smaller than the far field displacement hm imposed on the indenter.
Just by this observation, it should be clear that for these relatively stiff and hard substrates,
the rigid indenter approximation falls short in accurately describing even simple geometrical
magnitudes. Fortunately, the need for improving the available rigid indenter approximations
has actually become obsolete after the recent advances in terms of ease of modeling and
accessibility to finite element software. All discussed difficulties and ambiguities can easily
be avoided altogether by use of a dedicated finite model with the indenter modeled as an
elastic body in the first place. Hence, the aim of the present work is not to re-assess how well
different semi-analytical models perform in different regions of the entire parameter space,
but to propose a practical approach for avoiding all sources of errors and ambiguities that
may easily be avoided. In that sense, it is proposed to use semi-analytical models only after
re-calibration for a specific material type, as described in the following section, to deal with
a narrower range of substrate material parameters resulting in higher accuracy.

5. Hybrid finite element and semi-analytical evaluation

The examples of Section 3 have demonstrated in terms of real indentation measurements
that a few iterations of a finite element based forward analysis can lead to a very simple and
reliable estimation of E and σy for the substrate. This is, in any case, under the condition of
having verified measurement self-similarity, having applied blunting distance compensation,
and having acknowledged the non-uniqueness with regard to the hardening exponent.

Although such a direct finite element based evaluation is very simple, there are often cases
where hundreds of indentation curves need to be evaluated for extracting statistical data.
In these cases, semi-analytical methods are still valuable. Nevertheless, they should rather
be re-calibrated against a direct finite element based evaluation of one or few representative
indentation curves instead of being applied in a black-box manner. Below, we propose a
hybrid approach where, in a first phase, a few indentation curves are evaluated by means
of a finite element model, and calibration parameters for a semi-analytical method are
extracted from these simulations. Then, the calibrated semi-analytical method is applied to
the remaining possibly large number of available indentation curves.

5.1. Experimental curve parametrization
After blunting distance compensation, any approximately self-similar indentation force-

displacement curve can be described through the loading curvature parameter C and some
parametrization of the unloading path, as e.g. illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Extracting curve parameters C, hm, Pm, hr, and m from an experimental indentation force-
displacement curve.

The parameter C is already obtained in the blunting distance compensation procedure
as per Section 2, [25]. Regarding the unloading path, the most common parametrization is
the power-law fit according to Oliver and Pharr [2], in the form

P = α(h− hr)m, (7)

with the parameters α, hr, and m describing the unloading path. There are actually many
ways of fitting this curve to the experimental data. In most practical cases, the point {hr, 0}
at the end of the unloading path can be extracted rather unambiguously. It is also easy to
extract a point {h̄m, P̄m} at the beginning of the unloading path. These two control points
can be used to fix α and hr in Eq. (7), resulting in the expression

P = P̄m

(
h− hr
h̄m − hr

)m
. (8)

Eq. (8) can then be fitted to the experimental data, typically the upper 67% of the unloading
path, by least square optimization with respect to the single remaining parameter m.

The next step is to find the intersection point {hm, Pm} between the loading and the un-
loading paths, according to Figure 10. Although this point is not part of the experimental
data, it allows to establish a link between the experiment and any semi-analytical or numer-
ical procedure, based on the assumption that holding time deformation can be reproduced
by an overload in the model.

The method presented in the following subsection is rather robust with respect to small
changes in the fitting of the unloading path. However, this is not the case for all other
methods that rely on the initial slope S of the unloading curve, and an important disclaimer
has to be made here. Despite its resemblance to Kick’s law Eq. (1), the power-law fit
Eq. (7) can by no means reproduce the actual mechanics of the unloading process as they
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Figure 11: Unloading path power-law fitting against a finite element reference solution (a) and overestimation
of the initial unloading slope (b).

are currently understood according to the effective indenter shape interpretation [49, 50].
This is illustrated in Figure 11 where the power-law fit against a reference finite element
simulation appears very accurate in a h-P diagram, while it appears very poor when the
slope S of the curves is examined. It should be kept in mind that the power-law fit is a
phenomenological description without any underlying mechanistic foundation.

5.2. A new semi-analytical reverse analysis method

The motivation for introducing a new reverse analysis method, instead of adapting [4], lies
in the practical issues arising from the strong dependence of the estimated initial unloading
slope S on the fitting procedure. In combination with the known high sensitivity of three-
parameter reverse analysis methods with respect to S [4], it results in the notorious almost
mystical impact of the unloading curve fitting procedure on the reverse analysis predictions.
What happens in reality is that by slightly changing the fitted interval or other fitting details,
analysts have the possibility of greatly affecting the estimated S and thereby implicitly
”calibrate” their implementation. In order to avoid this strong sensitivity, a method is
proposed in this section that relies on models from the literature that do not involve the
initial unloading slope S and Sneddon’s formula [51]. The new reverse analysis method
is then combined in the following subsection with an explicit and transparent calibration
procedure against a case specific finite element model.

The goal is to determine E and σy for the substrate, based on C, hr, hm, and m extracted
from an experimental curve, an assumed Poisson’s ratio ν and hardening exponent n for
the substrate, and the known indenter properties Ei and νi. As a first step, it is easy to
calculate the ratio of the recovered elastic work to the total indentation work, cf. Figure 10,
as a function of hr, hm, and m according to

We

Wt

=
Pm(hm − hr)/(m+ 1)

Ch3
m/3

=
3(1− hr/hm)

m+ 1
. (9)

From this point on, the whole unloading path will be characterized by the single dimension-
less parameter We/Wt.
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Based on extensive finite element simulations with rigid indenters, Cheng et al. [8, 52]
established the approximate relationship

H

E∗ = κ(θ)
We

Wt

, (10)

where H = Pm/Am is the hardness under load, Am the projected contact area at maximum
load, and κ a constant that depends only on the semicone angle θ of the indenter.

The same authors proposed the dimensionless functions Πα and Πβ, which were later
approximated in rather simple and accurate form by Ma et al. [12], for the very common
case of θ = 70.3◦ and ν = 0.3 (reproduced in Appendix B). These more specialized functions
from [12] provide basic fitting relationships in the form

Pm
E0.3h2

m

= Πα (σy/E0.3, n) ⇒ Pm = E0.3Πα (σy/E0.3, n)h2
m (11)

and
hc
hm

= Πβ (σy/E0.3, n) , (12)

where hc is the height of the portion of the indenter in contact with the substrate under
maximum load, called contact depth. The latter equation can be used for estimating the
contact area

Am = π tan2θ Π2
β (σy/E0.3, n)h2

m. (13)

Dividing Eq. (11) by Eq. (13) results in a second equation for the hardness H as a
function of the unknown ratio σy/E0.3

H

E0.3

=
Πα (σy/E0.3, n)

π tan2θ Π2
β (σy/E0.3, n)

, (14)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (14) while accounting for Eq. (6) results in an equation that can
be solved for the ratio σy/E0.3

Πα (σy/E0.3, n)− cκ
We

Wt

Π2
β (σy/E0.3, n) = 0 (15)

with

cκ =
κ(θ)π tan2θ

0.91
, θ = 70.3◦. (16)

The restriction to θ = 70.3◦ is due to the use of Πα and Πβ from [12], but otherwise the
method could be applied independent of the indenter semicone angle.

After solving Eq. (15) for σy/E0.3, the Πα function can be used to compute E0.3 as

E0.3 = C/Πα (σy/E0.3, n) , (17)

and finally E can be computed through Eqs. (6) and (5), and σy is computed from the now
known ratio σy/E0.3.
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5.3. Calibration of the semi-analytical method

Although Eq. (10) and the dimensionless functions Πα and Πβ can approximate the
indentation process for a wide range of substrate material parameters, there will always be
inaccuracies. These are inevitable due to the nature of the fitting procedure but also due to
modeling simplifications like the indenter compliance effects discussed in Section 4. Given
the current availability of finite element models for conical indentation, there is no reason
for accepting these inaccuracies. Instead, a finite element simulation according to Section 3
can be used as a reference for re-calibrating the semi-analytical functions. The simulation
used for this re-calibration needs to be manually fitted to one representative measurement
among the series of indentations that need to be evaluated in total.

To obtain a complete overview of the case being evaluated and avoid possible mistakes
and ambiguities, one should start with an inventory of all geometrical and physical quantities
involved in the fitted finite element analysis. Table 2 demonstrates this kind of inventory
for the two simulations included in Figure 7. Essential quantities in this inventory are the
reference values for C and We/Wt, extracted from the simulated force-displacement curve.
Moreover, the contact radius rc is determined by locating the last contact point between the
indenter and the substrate in the finite element model at maximum load. The contact radius
is directly linked to the projected contact area through Am = πr2

c . If a three-dimensional
pyramidal indenter model is used instead of an axisymmetric one, then Am needs to be
directly estimated in the finite element model instead of rc. These essential parameters from
Table 2 allow to calculate the calibration factors

sα =
C

E0.3

1

Πα(σy/E0.3, n)
, sβ =

rc
tan(θ)hm

1

Πβ(σy/E0.3, n)
(18)

and

c̄κ =
C

E0.3

(
rc

tan(θ)hm

)−2(
We

Wt

)−1

. (19)

Then, one can simply substitute Πα and Πβ in Eqs. (11)-(17) with the calibrated functions
Π̄α = sαΠα and Π̄β = sβΠβ, respectively, and cκ in Eq. (15) with c̄κ.

This re-calibration of the original fitted equations allows for a greater accuracy within
a narrower range of material parameters for the specific material of interest. It mitigates
discrepancies due to the fitting procedure and modeling assumptions of the original works,
and it opens up for the possibility of accounting for additional effects. If for example, a
three-dimensional finite element model with a pyramidal indenter is used for the calibration,
inaccuracies due to the conical indenter simplification can be eliminated as well.

Applying this procedure with the data from Table 2 results in sα = 0.989, sβ = 0.973,
and c̄κ=4.492 for the hardened steel case and sα=0.949, sβ =0.994, and c̄κ=5.414 for the
case of fused silica. It should be noted that using the κ(θ) function from [52] (reproduced
in Appendix B), for θ = 70.3◦, results in cκ = 4.695. The observed deviations of sα and
sβ from unity as well as of c̄κ from cκ express all combined inaccuracies in the respective
semi-analytical equations, compared to the more accurate finite element simulations of the
present work.
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Table 2: Inventory of geometrical, physical, and mathematical quantities involved in the evaluation of two
representative finite element simulations. The table sections correspond to: input material data, imposed
indenter displacement, geometrical data from the deformed model at maximum load, and data extracted
from the obtained force-displacement curve.

hardened steel fused silica
numer. phys. numer. phys.
scale scale scale scale

Substrate modulus of elasticity E 210 70 GPa
Substrate Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3 0.17 -
Substrate yield limit σy 2280 6100 MPa
Substrate hardening exponent n 0.2 0 -
Max. indentation displacement hm 400 429 400 540 nm
Max. indenter tip displacement htip 381.1 408.8 381.5 515.1 nm
Max. contact radius rc 990.0 1062 788.5 1064 nm
Max. projected contact area Am=πr2

c 3.079 3.542 1.953 3.560 µm2

Max. contact force Pm 28.03 32.24 18.43 33.60 mN
Loading curvature parameter C=Pm/h

2
m 175.2 115.2 GPa

Residual indenter tip displacement hr 313.8 336.5 185.3 250.2 nm
Recovered work ratio We/Wt 0.284 0.692 -
Loaded hardness H=Pm/Am 9102 9438 MPa

Finally, the aforestated calibrations for the two material types were used for performing a
reverse analysis of the experimental curves from Figure 7, according to subsection 5.2. The
calibrated reverse analysis for the hardened steel nanoindentation measurement resulted
in E = 214 GPa and σy = 2221 MPa while the material parameters E = 69.3 GPa and
σy = 6252 MPa were obtained for fused silica. The deviations observed between the values
obtained and the corresponding material parameters from the fitted finite element simula-
tions correspond to a realistic level of expectations regarding the precision for this type of
evaluations. The predicted loaded hardness values according to Eq. (14) are 8973 MPa for
the hardened steel and 9477 MPa for the fused silica sample, which are fairly close to the
corresponding values in Table 2.

In order to promote transparency and avoid any possible ambiguities, the Matlab/Octave
code implementing the theory of Section 2 and subsections 5.2 and 5.3, used for producing
the presented results, is made available in Appendix C.

5.4. Sensitivity analysis

In order to give an indication of the robustness of the method proposed in this section,
sensitivity analysis results are provided in Table 3, for two representative cases. For these
specific examples, it is shown that relative errors in the C and We/Wt parameters, extracted
from experimental data, result in similar relative errors in terms of the estimated material
parameters E and σy. Hence, this two-parameter reverse analysis method induces no consid-
erable error magnification. Three-parameter reverse analysis methods typically have much
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larger sensitivities [4], which is simply a manifestation of the underlying lack of uniqueness,
discussed in connection to Figure 8.

Table 3: Sensitivity of the two-parameter (E and σy) reverse analysis method with regard to the input
parameters C and We/Wt, for two representative cases.

Hardened steel (σy/E ≈ 0.011, n=0.2)
C[±1%] We/Wt[±1%]

Output
E ±1.2% ∓0.8%
σy ±1% ±0.7%

Fused silica (σy/E ≈ 0.087, n=0)
C[±1%] We/Wt[±1%]

Output
E ±1.1% ∓0.8%
σy ±1% ±1.7%

6. Conclusions

With the help of illustrative practical examples, this work aimed at rationalizing the eval-
uation of depth-sensing indentation experiments and reassessing and revisiting established
practices in the view of the current availability of simulation tools. A central element in the
proposed pragmatic approach is the identification of self-similarity in an experimental mea-
surement and subsequent blunting distance compensation. Blunting distance compensation
is a procedure known since the 90s but to the best knowledge of the authors never endorsed
by equipment manufacturers or standardization entities. In the present work, it was illus-
trated how blunting distance compensation is actually essential for presenting experimental
results in a universal and laboratory independent manner. At the same time, it makes the
experimental data compatible with methods that rely on sharp indentation simulations.

Based on a sharp indentation finite element model, assuming a hardening exponent and
sweeping a range of Young’s moduli and yield strengths for the substrate, a very good match
between simulation and an experiment can easily be obtained. This was demonstrated for
fused silica and high strength steel substrates. In order to facilitate the adoption of this di-
rect simulation approach, finite element models are made available for conical and pyramidal
indentation with a deformable indenter, for two major commercial finite element packages
(ABAQUS & ANSYS). Essential modeling aspects in the released models were also docu-
mented and discussed. Although all examples in this paper were limited to the geometrically
simplified case of conical indentation, the general approach is directly applicable to pyrami-
dal indentation simply by employing a corresponding three-dimensional finite element model
as the one from Appendix D.

The advantages of direct simulations compared to semi-analytical models were discussed
in detail by exemplifying common sources of inaccuracies in the latter. Special attention was
given to the inaccuracies introduced by the equivalent rigid indenter approximation. Finally,
this work proposed a new semi-analytical reverse analysis method, based on available fitted
functions from the literature, which does not rely on the initial unloading slope S and Sned-
don’s equation. To mitigate the inevitable inaccuracies when working with semi-analytical
and fitted equations, a calibration procedure was proposed, which allows the application of
the semi-analytical method in a narrower range of substrate material parameters around the
calibration point.
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One important aspect discussed within the present critical review is the lack of uniqueness
in three-parameter reverse analysis methods. Without repeating a comprehensive investi-
gation of the entire parametric space, already available in the literature, the present work
demonstrated this issue by a simple practical example. The implications of this inherent
limitation of depth-sensing indentation were discussed, especially with regard to the need
for an independent estimation of the substrate hardening exponent n. Using additional in-
formation from a second indentation with a different indenter angle or using measurements
of the indentation imprint geometry are possible solutions to this limitation.
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Appendices

A. Generation of tabulated εp-σ data

For given Young’s modulus E, yield limit σy, and hardening exponent n, tabulated data
for a σ(εp) relationship are generated according to [12], using the following Matlab/Octave
function.
function print_powerlaw_data(E, sy , n) % E, sy in MPa

ep = [0:0.00025:0.001 ,0.002:0.002:0.1 ,0.12:0.02:2] ’;
for m = 1: length(ep)

f = @(s) s-(sy*((s/sy)+(E/sy)*ep(m))^n);
fprintf(’%f %f\n’, ep(m), fsolve(f,sy,optimset(’Display ’,’off’)));

end
end

B. Dimensionless functions Πα, Πβ, and κ(θ)

The Πα and Πβ functions according to [12] are:

Πα (σ̄y, n) = (2.77− 2.11n) σ̄−0.064 ln(σ̄y)−0.42n
y (B1)

Πβ (σ̄y, n) = 0.7 + 0.55 e−2.16n−40.32(σ̄y) (B2)

where σ̄y = σy/E0.3.
The κ(θ) function according to [8, 52] is:

κ(θ) = 1/[1.27(1.5 tan(θ) + 0.327)], (B3)

where θ = 70.3◦ for a Berkovich indenter.
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C. Code for calibration and use of the semi-analytical model

function evaluate_indentation(h, P, experim , nu, n, E_i , nu_i)
% h in nm, P in mN
% nu, n: assumed substrate parameters
% E_i in MPa , nu_i: indenter parameters
if exist(’OCTAVE_VERSION ’, ’builtin ’) ~= 0

pkg load optim
end

% Ma’s PIalpha function x = sigmay/E03
PIalpha = @(x,n) (2.77 - 2.11*n) * x.^( -0.064* log(x) - 0.42*n);
% Ma’s PIbeta function x = sigmay/E03
PIbeta = @(x,n) 0.7 + 0.55* exp ( -2.16*n - 40.32*x);
c_kappa0 = (pi*tan (70.3* pi/180) ^2) /(1 -0.3^2) /(1.27*(1.5* tan (70.3* pi/180) +0.327));

% Calibration data
clb_case = 1; % 1: hardened steel , 2: fused silica
%Input to FEA:
E_clb = getfield ([ 210e3, 70e3], {clb_case }); % MPa
nu_clb = getfield ([ 0.3, 0.17] , {clb_case });
sigmay_clb = getfield ([ 2280, 6100] , {clb_case }); % MPa
n_clb = getfield ([ 0.2, 0], {clb_case });
hm_clb = getfield ([ 400., 400.], {clb_case }); % nm
%Auxiliary quantities
E03_clb = (1 -0.3^2) /((1- nu_clb ^2)/E_clb + (1-nu_i ^2)/E_i);
%Output from FEA
Pm_clb = getfield ([28.027 ,18.434] , {clb_case }); % mN
C_clb = 1e9*Pm_clb/hm_clb ^2; % MPa
Wratio_clb = getfield ([0.284039 ,0.692151] , {clb_case });
Am_clb = getfield ([3.0794e6 ,1.9532 e6], {clb_case }); % nm^2
hc_clb = sqrt(Am_clb/pi)/tan (70.3* pi /180);

% calibration multiplier for Ma’s PIalpha function
s_alpha = C_clb/E03_clb / PIalpha(sigmay_clb/E03_clb ,n_clb);
% calibration multiplier for Ma’s PIbeta function
s_beta = hc_clb/hm_clb / PIbeta(sigmay_clb/E03_clb ,n_clb);
% calibrated factor for work ratio function
c_kappa = C_clb/E03_clb / (( hc_clb/hm_clb)^2* Wratio_clb);
fprintf(’s_alpha =%f\ns_beta =%f\nc_kappa =%f\n’, s_alpha , s_beta , c_kappa);

maxpos = find(P >0.999* max(P), 1, ’first’);
if experim

params = polyfit(h(P(1: maxpos) > 0.1*P(maxpos)), ...
sqrt(P(P(1: maxpos) > 0.1*P(maxpos))), 1);

C = 1e9*params (:,1)^2;
Dh = params (:,2)/params (:,1);
h = h + Dh;

maxpos = find(P >0.98* max(P), 1, ’last’);
minpos = find(P>1e-5* max(P), 1, ’last’);
h_unloading = h(maxpos:minpos);
P_unloading = P(maxpos:minpos);
hr = polyfit(P_unloading(end -1:end),h_unloading(end -1:end) ,1)*[0;1];
hm_ = h_unloading (1);
Pm_ = P_unloading (1);
sel = P_unloading > 0.33* Pm_;
m = lsqlin(log(( h_unloading(sel)-hr)/(hm_ -hr)),log(P_unloading(sel)/Pm_) ,[],[]);
a = Pm_/(hm_ -hr)^m;
% Compensate for holding time deformation
f = @(h) 1e-9*C*h^2 - a*(h-hr)^m;
hm = fsolve(f, hm_); % corrected hm_ for holding time deformation
Pm = 1e-9*C*hm^2; % corrected Pm_ for holding time deformation

else
minpos = find(P>1e-5* max(P), 1, ’last’);
h_unloading = h(maxpos:minpos);
P_unloading = P(maxpos:minpos);
hr = polyfit(P_unloading(end -1:end),h_unloading(end -1:end) ,1)*[0;1];
hm = h_unloading (1);
Pm = P_unloading (1);
C = 1e9*Pm/hm^2; % MPa
sel = P_unloading > 0.33* Pm;
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m = lsqlin(log(( h_unloading(sel)-hr)/(hm-hr)),log(P_unloading(sel)/Pm) ,[],[]);
a = Pm/(hm -hr)^m;

end

h_fit = hr +(0:0.01:1) *(hm -hr);
figure (1); clf
plot(h, P, ’r’); hold on
plot(h_fit , a*(h_fit -hr).^m, ’--b’)

Wt = 1e-12*C*hm^3/3; % nJ
We = 1e-3*a/(m+1)*(hm-hr)^(m+1); % nJ
fprintf(’We/Wt=%f\n’, We/Wt);

% find sigmay/E03 ratio
f = @(x) s_alpha*PIalpha(x,n) - c_kappa *( s_beta*PIbeta(x,n))^2*We/Wt;
sigmay_over_E03 = fsolve(f, sigmay_clb/E03_clb);
% find max contact area
Am = pi*(tan (70.3* pi /180) * hm * s_beta*PIbeta(sigmay_over_E03 ,n))^2;
% find E
E03 = C/( s_alpha*PIalpha(sigmay_over_E03 ,n));
E = (1- nu^2) / ((1 -0.3^2)/E03 -(1-nu_i ^2)/E_i);
% find sigmay
sigmay = sigmay_over_E03 * E03;
fprintf(’sigmay/E03=%f\nAm=%f\nE=%f GPa\nsigmay =%f MPa\nH=%f MPa\n’ ,...

sigmay_over_E03 , Am , E/1000, sigmay , 1e9*Pm/Am);

end

D. Released finite element models

ABAQUS and ANSYS implementations of the sharp indentation finite element model of
the present work can be downloaded at http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/w9bfvb3yft.1
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